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Ritz Hotel

Overview
With the best Atlantic seaboard views in the Peninsula, we offer wellappointed, modern accommodation in 222 En-Suite rooms. The hotel is
situated 300m from the beach and neighboring V & A Waterfront.
Businessmen favor the Cape Town Ritz as a refreshing location, central to
the CBD yet away from the frantic pace of business pressure. The Top of the
Ritz is the only Revolving Restaurant in Cape Town and one of the most
unique eating experiences in town.

Room Information
The Cape Town Ritz Hotel has a total of 222 rooms, fully equipped with:
Private bath, shower & toilet, Hair dryer, Electric Shaver plug (220/110V),
Tea and Coffee making facility, Air conditioning and Heating, Direct dial
phone, TV with satellite and Radio.

Policies
Cancellation Policy
GROUP CANCELLATION/AMENDMENT POLICY:
Cancellations/Amendments are subject to the following conditions:
60 Days prior to arrival at the hotel, the agent has the right to cancel or
amend rooms.

Location: Just off the bustling
main street of Sea Point, the
Cape Town Ritz Hotel is within
a short walk of fabulous
beaches and the popular Sea
Point Promenade. UTF-8
Rating: 3/5
Hotel Features
Bar/Lounge
Child Friendly
Elevator
Interleading Rooms
Laundry Facilities
Medical Assistance
Available
Restaurant
Swimming Pool
Valet Parking
Room Features
Air Conditioning
Cable/Satellite TV
Hair Dryer
Housekeeping
Private Bathroom

45 Days prior to arrival at the hotel, the agent has the right to cancel 10%
of the rooms at no charge. Any rooms cancelled over and above 10%,
a 20% cancellation fee will be charged.
Rooms cancelled less than 30 days prior to the groups arrival will be levied
to a 100% cancellation charge.
The hotel reserves the right to request confirmation of a group booking 60

1/2

days prior to arrival. The Tour operator shall within 48 hours of receipt of
advise from the hotel either:
Confirm the reservation, in which case the operator shall furnish the hotel
with a deposit of not less than 50% of the total value of the reservation, with
the balance to be received by the hotel not later than 14 days after
confirmation of the reservation.
To cancel the reservation.
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